The main goal of the Artap project is to provide an extensive infrastructure for robust design optimization, where usually many different numerical solvers have to be used together and the impact of the manufacturing uncertainties have to be minimized. Artap is an open-source software platform, developed jointly with the coupled numerical field solver, Agros-suite. Artap ensures interfaces for a broad collection of optimization algorithms (genetic and evolutionary algorithms, various interfaces to libraries such as Nlopt, Bayesopt, etc .), tools for machine learning (neural networks, Gaussian processes, etc. ), finite element solvers (Agros-suite, Comsol, Multiphysics, Deal.II). The implemented tools offers an easy and straightforward solution not only for robust design optimization but parameter identification, model order reduction, and shape optimization, as well. Moreover, Artap provides automatic parallelization of the optimization process. The paper presents the structure of the framework and technologies powering the project. The main features of Artap are demonstrated on an induction brazing process design tasks.
I. INTRODUCTION
Design of electric devices and electrical machines is a complex optimization task, where several physical fields and economical factors have to be considered simultaneously. Moreover, real world optimization problems are generally large scale problems with many uncertainties [1] , [2] . Those designs are preferred in the practice, which can be realized relatively easily and not sensitive for the small changes of the design parameters. There are several systematic design methodology exist in the literature, which goal is to ensure the validity, replicability and robustness of the final product [1] , [3] , [4] . The development of Artap is motivated by a similar, multidisciplinary design optimization task: an induction brazing process development. The goal of the project was to minimize the number of the waste products and the process time during a mass manufacturing process . Because of the complexity and the multidisciplinary manner of the optimized process, many sub-design, parameter identification, model order reduction, control and finite element modelling problems should be solved together to reach a robust solution [5] - [7] . The accurate solution of these type of problems Presented in ICDS2019, the paper will be published in IEEE Xplore Database requires a framework, which can handle the different numerical solvers together. Moreover, the key to solve robust optimization problems is to find the most suitable optimization strategy for the problem or the modeled sub-problems [1] , [4] , [13] . It is hard to chose the right optimization strategy and formulate the problem in an appropriate manner in the beginning of the design task [13] , [14] . Instead of a specific optimization solver, a more general solver is advantageous, because it allows to change the design strategy during the design process and provides a high level abstraction layer with the sufficient interfaces to facilitate the implementation of robust design optimization problems [13] , [15] .
There are many similar, open-source optimization framework published [13] - [20] , main concepts of Artap is mainly inspired by Platypus [18] and OpenMDAO [17] . Platypus is a high quality code, written in Python, for evolutionary based optimizations, while OpenMDAO is a high-performance computing platform for systems analysis and multidisciplinary optimization. However, none of them offers aid in linking together different software parts and interfaces for both of gradient-free and evolutionary based optimization methods, meta-modeling techniques, surrogate models and FEM solvers as Artap for the purpose of combined analyses [13] - [22] .
II. ARTAP
Artap is an optimization framework for robust design optimization. It is developed within the Department of Theoretical Electrical Engineering in University of West Bohemia jointly with Agros-suite [23] . Written in Python, Artap aims to facilitate the solution of real-life engineering design problems. Where, generally many different numerical solvers have to be used together and the impact of the uncertainties has to be considered during the design optimization process [1] , [2] . A multi-layered architecture is designed to the code, where the problem definition and the optimization solvers, interfaces to other numerical codes are handled separately ( Fig.1 ). Because, the selection of the appropriate optimization algorithm is the key to solve an optimization task in timely manner. However, it is hard task to find the most appropriate solver in the beginning of the task.
The core of the framework is represented by the application layer which consists of two main classes Problem and Algorithm. The Problem class contains the description of the optimization problem: the constraints, optimized parameters and the goal functions ( Fig. 1 ). The Algorithm class contains the selected optimization solver, surrogate model, paralellization settings or links to other external solvers. In the simplest case, the user has to redefine only the evaluate function of the Algorithm class, with the actual optimization problem. The application layer can be connected to a database through a simple interface and the application layer can be accessed from a web based interface. A simplified overview of the realized layout is shown in Fig.1 .
At the time of this writing, Artap offers the following optimization algorithms and interfaces:
• global and local optimization algorithms coded directly within Artap, including evolutionary and genetic algorithms, like NSGA-II [24] , [25] , -MOEA [26] , particle swarm optimization [27] .
• wrappers for algorithms from the SciPy library [20] , including algorithms for unconstrained optimization: Nelder-Mead method [28] , Powell method [29] , nonlinear conjugate gradient algorithm [30] , dog-leg trust-region algorithm [30] , BFGS [30] , Newton-CG [30] , Newton GLTR trust-region algorithm [31] , trust-region method for unconstrained minimization [32] ;
• wrappers for algorithms from the NLopt library [19] ¡ • wrappers for Bayesian optimization from BayesOpt library [33] , efficient implementation of the Bayesian optimization methodology for nonlinear optimization, experimental design and hyper-parameter tuning;
• wrappers for Scikit-learn [34] , machine learning algorithms for medium-scale supervised and unsupervised problems. The applicability of Artap framework is tested on several real-life engineering design examples. Three of them is shown in the next section to illustrate the applicability of the code: a parameter identification and model order reduction problem for reduced order modelling of induction brazing, a shape optimization of a rotating electrical machines and solution of an analytically validated, TEAM benchmark problem [35] with a neural network based surrogate model and evolutionary algorithms.
III. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES

A. Control of Brazing Process
Induction brazing of aluminum parts is a relatively fast and clean assembly process. However, it is sensitive to the temperature differences and the manufacturing uncertainties. It is necessary to control the process to ensure the required quality [6] , [7] . The 3D model of the inductor and the workpiece (two heat exchanger pipes with sleeves and the evaporator) is shown in Fig. 3a . The main problem with the control is that the full surface of the brazed components cannot be measured during the brazing process. The following solution is based on a reduced order model of the induction brazing process which can determine any temperature value from the accessible measurement spots. Therefore, a reduced The process of induction brazing was modelled by FEM. The geometry of the problem is depicted in Fig. 3a . The physical background has been described by the weakly coupled magneto-thermal system, where the magnetic field is described by the Helmholtz-equation:
where A is the magnetic vector potential, symbol ω means for frequency, γ stands for conductivity, µ for magnetic permeability and J e is the current density which represents the control of the system. The heat transfer equation is given in the following form:
The numerical solution of this equation system -without any simplification -on an appropriate mesh leads to millions of equations, which cannot be used for real-time control. There are many possibilities to create a reduced order model with Artap, two possibilities is shown in this paper [6] , [7] . Firstly, the problem is formulated as a parameter identification task. In this case the structure of the system is given and parameters of the system are the subject of the optimization. Let the reduced model is described by discrete-time LTI system in the following form:
where A matrix represents the discrete-time in Schwartz-form, which can be described in our case, a fourth order system in the following way:
where δ = √ 1 − ∆ 2 . Therefore to describe an n-th order system 2n unknown coefficients has to be determined. The objective function can be formulated by the following expression:
where
] is a vector of the unknown parameters, T ref is the temperature vector,it is obtained by the solution of the full field model. T is obtained by the usage of the particular variant of reduced system. During the second approach, the reduced model is constructed by Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) [36] , which is based on the transformation of the equation system of the full field model. Moreover, it is assumed, that the U (x, t) matrix contains all of the FEM solutions. Where the rows represent the time evaluation of a given solution and columns represent the full solution at a selected time. After the decomposition -with principal component analysis -the correlation matrix is C u is decomposed tō
To obtain a reduced model, firstly, the matrices E and D are sorted, according to the size of the eigenvalues. After it, appropriate number of eigenvectors are selected (columns of matrix E). Then the reduced model is approximated by the solution of the following expression:
The system of equations for the full field model can be written in the following form:
and the reduced system is then
Then the system is transformed to the required form by theory of control systems:
where A = (E T ME) −1 E T SE is the dynamical matrix of the system, Bu(t) = (E T ME) −1 E T F(t) is the input multiplied by the input matrix and C is the output matrix representing the way, how the state vector x is transformed to a measurable output y(t).
The resulted dynamic behaviour of the reduced systems is depicted in Fig. 4 . The results are compared with the full field solution. The results shows that the reduced order models can accurately estimate the temperature value in the non-measurable spots. The difference between solution of the full model and the reduced order model based estimations are lesser than 1%. Due to the simplicity and the accuracy of these solutions, they can be used for on-line control of induction brazing processes.
B. Reluctance Motor Optimization
The goal of this project was to perform a shape optimization on a reluctance machine (see Fig. 5 ). The shape of the machine was described by Bézier curves. The position of the control points were optimized. The physics of the problem was described by the partial differential equations of the magnetic field:
where A is the magnetic vector potential, H is the magnetic field strength, B is the magnetic flux density, v is velocity, symbol ω means for frequency, γ stands for conductivity, µ for magnetic permeability and J e is the current density. 
Fig. 5: Reluctance motor geometry
There were two objective functions considered. The first objective (F 1 ) was the mechanical torque:
where r is the position vector and
is the Maxwell stress tensor. The second objective (F 2 ) was the standard deviation of the mechanical torque. NSGA-II algorithm was selected for the optimization. The evolution of the resulted populations is depicted in Fig. 5 , the individuals of the Pareto-front are highlighted by black color. It can be seen from the results, that each individual have different sensitivity on the parameters. Because of the manufacturing process works with limited precision, to ensure a robust design, it is necessary to select those individuals which has the lowest sensitivity. As a measure of the sensitivity, the norm of the goal function's gradient was selected (Fig. 7) .
C. TEAM Benchmark
Nowadays, much effort is devoted to accelerate the numerical processes in optimization and inverse techniques in industrial and other domains. This example is aimed to solve a seemingly simple, benchmark problem, to find out an optimal distribution of current-carrying turns that should generate a homogeneous magnetic field in a given region [35] . The arrangement of the system is depicted in Fig. 8 The geometry is known except for the radii of particular turns that may vary within the prescribed ranges. The values of direct currents in the turns and dimensions of the control region are also given. The task is to find such radii of particular turns that would produce as uniform magnetic field in the indicated region as possible.
Accurate semi-analytical solution can be derived. The components B r and B z of magnetic flux density produced at a point P (R, Z) are given by the formulae
and
.
Here, for example
The other functions are obtained by standard interchanging of the indices. The last integral with respect to ϕ is calculated using the Gauss quadrature formulae. Magnetic field produced by more turns is then given by the superposition of the partial fields.
The inverse task is solved by Artap. The main ideas of the Gaussian Process Regressor are described in [37] . After N standard iterations (in our case N = 30) a surrogate model is created based on the Gaussian Process Regressor. Prior to further evaluations of the objective function (which holds both for single-criterion and multi-criteria processes), an estimate is carried out, which provides the estimated value and standard deviation. If this deviation is low, the above estimated value is taken as the new value of the objective function, otherwise this function is evaluated in the standard way. This step is then repeated after further N iteration, which makes the surrogate model more precise. The optimization process is now substantially faster.
The goal function for single-objective problem is to design the geometry of coils that minimize discrepancy between the prescribed valued B 0 and actual distribution of B in the region of interest.
where B 0 (r q , z q ) = 0.2 mT is the prescribed value of magnetic flux density and n p is the number of points. In the multi-objective problem, the following sensitivity function is minimized For the multi-objective optimization, the NSGA-II algorithm was used. The number of populations is 80 and population size is 20. In this paper, Artap, an open source high-performance computing platform for multidisciplinary, especially robust design optimization, has been presented. The applicability of the code has been demonstrated on an induction brazing application. Artap facilitates the use of many different numerical tools together during the calculation process. This is essential to solve a robust design optimization problem and ensures a straightforward way to solve other complex inverse problems, like parameter identification, model order reduction and shape optimization problems, as well. Due to the three-layered architecture of Artap, the solvers can be changed flexibly and allows to try the most suitable solver for the design optimization problem. Future work on Artapbesides the extension with additional optimization algorithms and numerical solvers -will give a simple, web-based interface to the project.
Artap is a MIT licensed Software, which is available for download from the Agros-suite website: http://www.agros2d.org/artap/
